-Introduction.
]n anti-protol~ annihilations at rest, it may be possible to interpret a number of events according to the reaction 
It is proposed to use angular correlations in the decay of the K ' produced in reaction (1) as a possible means to determine the spin of the K'. In particular, it will be shown that it is useful to measure the angular distributions of the final products with respect to three different angles, which will be defined in the next section. The point of looking at three angles is the following,: if the K' has spin different from zero, the angular distribution of its decay products may still accidently be isotropic. ~However, by looking at the decay of both K' mesons, angular correlation measurements may be made with respect to two additional angles which might still show anisotropy even in the case the'angular distribution of a single K' is isotropic. A priori, it is extremely unlikely that all three angular distributions will be isotropic if the spin of the K' is different from zero.
Another analysis, making use of only one of the angles considered here, has independently been made by D~]~SPAGNAT, PICEI'CTKI and YA)SAGLTCHI (3). Still another proposal, based on the reaction ~-/p-~ K'~-]~, has been made by SCHWARtz (% Our detailed analysis depends on the validity of a number of assumptions which are outlined below. However, it may be possible to obtain some information even if one or more of the assumptions is incorrect. 1) We assume the K' has spin either zero or one.
2) We assume, following the arguments of DAY, S~ow and SgcI~]~ (5) , that the annihilation at rest takes place from an S-state.
3) We assume that the K' and ]~' decay as free particles.
In view of the small (16 lV[eV) width of the K', this assumption is perhaps not too bad. Each K' from the ~p annihilation travels at about ~-the speed of light, and has a mean decay length of ~ 4.10 -~a cm, somewhat longer than (1) We use the ~erm (r meson ~) for convenience. Alternatively, we may say (~ resonant state of K and ~ ~. That the resonance really occurs in a single sta%e has not been established, but we assume it to be true.
